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By detailed comparison of experimental resnlts with a 3D Gross Pitaevski model, we have shown, for the case of an F=2 rubidium atom laser, that beyond a critical flux, the classici1 noise on the output beam increases with incpsing flux. The prospect of combining atom lasers with atom chips opens up enormow pbssibilities in precision measurement. Considerations of the tra'de off between classical noise and flux in atom lasers will be important in many applications in this field. We would expect many of the effects that we obselve for the F = 2 atom lakr to be snialler for the F=l atom laser but not absent. Rather than the two trapped states present ,in the F=2 laser, only the mF = -1 state is trapped. Although atoms i6 the mF =I state are anti-trapped for the F=l laser, this state would be significantly populated for strong outcoupling and could be expected to contribute to classical noise on the mF = 0 output beam just as the anti-trapped mF = -1 state does for the F=2 laser. The effects that we have observed will be important not only for pulsed atom lasers, but also for unpumped continuous atom lasers. Just as in the pulsed case, at high flux, atoms Will not only be coupled to the output beam, they will also be coupled to other tripped and nntrapped Zee& states and can be back-coupled from the 'output beam to the condensate. The situation is complex and requires further detailed investigation.
That we can achieve excellent agreement between a 3D theory including all Zeeman states and experiment is significant. It is highly likely that the much sought-after pumped atom laser will operate under rather specific conditions of scattering length, temperahue and number density [4] , and experiments will need to be guided by accurate theoretical models.
